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SUBCONTRACTORS — PAYMENT SECURITY 
Statement 

HON KATE DOUST (South Metropolitan) [5.20 pm]: Tonight I want to talk about an issue that I have had a lot 
of interest in for an extended period of time. For members who were not around then, from 2012 to 2017 we had 
a significant problem in this state with payment for subcontractors. That impacted on a significant number of people 
working in both the public and private sectors. It arose with the federal government’s Building the Education 
Revolution projects, administered by Building Management and Works. A lot of work was put into trying to improve 
arrangements for subcontractors. In the dying days of the Barnett Liberal government, it introduced some legislation 
to try to resolve those issues, but it did not go far enough. In the lead-up to the 2017 election the Labor Party put 
forward a very sound policy to improve the lot of subcontractors. I say it was a sound policy, because I wrote it! 
I was very pleased to see that, as we moved into government, the respective ministers with carriage of the portfolios 
that were most impacted did a lot of hard work and vigorously introduced and pursued legislation to try to resolve 
these very significant problems. 
Today the Auditor General of Western Australia released and tabled her fourth report, a performance audit, 
Payments to subcontractors working on state government construction projects. I read through the report, and I must 
say I was disappointed. I am not disappointed in the government; I will explain why I am disappointed. As I said, 
this is an issue that has been around for much longer than 2012, but we have seen subcontracting companies in the 
construction sector hit the wall. We have seen large head contractors hit the wall, on both public and private sector 
projects. I do not know what the silver bullet is that is needed to address this issue so that people doing this work 
get paid. I have always taken the view that if people work on a government project, there is no reason why they 
should not get paid. That was part of the difficulty we had in arguing that point from opposition. 
Since we have been in government, we have had the Fiocco report, aided significantly by our good colleague in this 
house Hon Matthew Swinbourn, which looked at a whole range of mechanisms to try to improve these arrangements. 
In 2019 the state government introduced project bank accounts for state government projects. One would have 
thought that with the state government pursuing this issue, things would have picked up, but apparently not. The 
Auditor General looked at three government entities for the purpose of this exercise: the Department of Finance, 
Main Roads and Western Power. Western Power is not actually required to have project bank accounts, but has 
done so anyway. The Auditor General looked into transparency arrangements. 
Probably the key issue for subcontractors is the ongoing issue around statutory declarations. Statutory declarations 
have to be provided at each stage of the process to demonstrate that work has been done, or is going to be done, 
and has been paid for. The problem used to be that those statutory declarations could not always be validated as 
factual and to ensure their truth. Quite often we would have subcontractors saying, “Yes, the stat dec was put in, but 
we never got paid.” There was also very little oversight in the respective departments. 
I pursued this matter vigorously and repeatedly through estimates hearings when in opposition, particularly with 
the Department of Finance, to try to find out why it did not put in appropriate mechanisms. It seems that no matter 
how much legislation is enacted and how much action taken by government ministers, there is still a problem. This 
report basically outlines that there are still issues with a lack of proper oversight of statutory declarations and, in some 
departments, not enough mechanisms or oversight exist to ensure the validity of statutory declarations, because 
subcontractors are still saying that they are not necessarily getting paid. The report goes on to say that there is 
still not an appropriate mechanism for subcontractors to complain and to feel protected. As we know, history has 
demonstrated that when subcontractors have made complaints and have not been afforded protection, they have 
not always received ongoing government contracts, so that is a real issue. 
This is an important report. It is not the first report. The Auditor General has done these reports in the past. The 
first one was in 2016, when we were in opposition, particularly into the children’s hospital, which had enormous 
subcontracting issues attached to it. The first audit was done into the payment of construction subcontractors at 
Perth Children’s Hospital and then there was an assessment of progress to improve payment security for government 
construction subcontractors. Those audits were done at an early stage and legislation was passed, with support in 
both houses, so the government has indeed tried to address these issues. I understand that there is still ongoing 
work, with the government putting forward regulations to tighten the arrangements. This is not something that the 
government or the ministers have parked and said, “We have ticked the box; we have fixed it.” They acknowledge 
that they have to do a lot more and they are doing it, so I ask myself: what is the problem here? It is not the ministers 
or the government, because they have put the frameworks in place. Is it indeed the people who are still in the 
departments? I know that ministers are constrained by the Public Sector Management Act. There is very little they 
can do about moving people on if there is a problem. I am beginning to wonder whether it is a cultural issue in 
some of these departments and either they do not know how to engage, or do not want to engage, or they have not 
been able to put in place over the last 10 years arrangements for a proper process for these subcontractors. 
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Think about it. Down the tiers, there is the state government, which spends billions of dollars on infrastructure 
construction in this state, and then there is the superintendent who is supposed to manage these processes and then 
there is the head contractor who gets the contract and they then subcontract down. The state government does not 
have any impact on the head contractor or the subcontractor; that is a different tier. However, if there are problems 
with progress payments, the department that is supposed to manage the finance should have a process in place so 
that the head contractor can get support and protection and get payment. Project bank accounts were put in place 
to afford that level of protection, but if the statutory declaration process still has not been resolved, it means that 
the PBAs will not be as effective as they should be. 

Hopefully, the report that has come down today is a wake-up call, because at some point we have to really bite the 
bullet. This problem impacts on subcontractors who work in every part of our electorates. The problem obviously 
still has not been resolved after 10 years and substantial legislative changes. Something has to give. We cannot 
afford to have subcontractors or head contractors go out of business, because that means that workers, families 
and other businesses have the flow-on implications of loss of dollars, loss of family income, loss of house and loss 
of other interests. We saw that in the lead-up to the 2017 election. We saw small businesses hit the wall, we saw 
the impacts on their families, and, in some cases, we saw the impacts on their mental health and, on a couple of 
occasions, worse. I do not want to have to sit in the kitchen of a subcontractor constituent again and talk them 
down from topping themselves. I do not want us to be in a position in which subcontractors still are not treated 
properly and cannot get paid for the work they do. I would have thought that with a government arrangement, we 
would be leading the show and applying the benchmark so that we would be sending a message outside of government 
to the private residential area to say, “This is how you do it properly. This is how you ensure that people do the 
job and they get paid for it.” 
I think this report is a good indicator and, hopefully, it will persuade change in those areas and will result in some 
sort of mechanism being put in place. I know that the minister responsible, the Minister for Finance, is a very good 
minister and I am pretty damn sure that he will take this on board and try to resolve what I see as cultural issues 
or try to put in place a more appropriate mechanism to ensure that these very important workers who deliver on 
government projects get paid for it. I would hate to see another report come our way that was critical of the 
transparency of the process or of the capacity for complaints to be made without there being a negative outcome. I am 
really pleased that the Auditor General has done this piece of work, because from time to time we need a checkpoint 
and we need to recalibrate to make sure that the processes that have been put in place by government are delivering 
what the government wants them to. I look forward to hopefully seeing that this has changed and that we do not 
see a report of this type hit our desk again, whereby subcontractors are still not getting paid for the work they do. 
I thank the Auditor General for a very sound piece of work. 
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